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Individual Attributes:
Gender: male
Born: T.C. 4723, age 44/45
Height: 184cm
Weight: 78kg
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Margulis

Chief Inquisitor of the secret society Ormus. Publicly, he holds the title of
commander-in-chief of the U-TIC Organization. A merciless master of the sword, with
exceptional battle prowess and crystal-clear judgement; the leadership he displays
within Ormus beneath his lofty ideals is absolute. Muscular in stature, his cheek
sports a large scar. That scar was given to him by Jin Uzuki's sword 14 years earlier,
during the Miltian Conflict.
    As a youth, both he and Jin Uzuki trained the sword under Jin's grandfather; it is
said that, at the time, Margulis's skill surpassed that of Jin. Upon becoming Colonel of
the Galaxy Federation Special Ops, he received orders from Heinlein in his capacity as
a member of Ormus and began secret intelligence activities in earnest. The events
that occurred during that time tied Margulis and Jin together with strong bonds of
fate.
    Born a member of planet Michtam's people of Zohar, he resented the Galaxy
Federation for its destruction of his homeland, and pledged loyalty to Cardinal
Heinlein in hopes of fulfilling the people of Zohar's greatest wish: a return to the holy
motherland of Lost Jerusalem.

* Enneagram Type
According to the Enneagram personality analysis, Margulis is classified as a type 8
(brave / self-confident / coercive / confrontational). It is natural that the person who
acts as the leader of the organization is a type 8. In addition, Margulis is not
unhealthy, but his elitism creates a circumstance in which it is difficult to say that he
is healthy.

"Margulis' speech and conduct fascinates the organization members who belong to the
U-TIC organization. However, incidentally, he does not treat others as humans and tries to
completely control them. Because of that, he himself becomes inhuman."
- Xenosaga Official Design Materials

Margulis appears to be a Social variant type 8 (probably Social/Self-Pres). People of
this subtype seek out friends who they perceive as strong and independent, people
who can take a bit of roughhousing and who will not be overwhelmed by them. Make
pacts with those who have proven self to 8s. Can hold grudges or become anti-social
loners. Can love the excitement of a righteous struggle for the truth. Will intentionally
be somewhat appropriate to prevent vulnerability but still non-compliant, i.e. "How
far can I go?" A rebellious person who goes against social norms, but who is also
oriented toward protection and loyalty.

Notes:
Margulis was written by Tetsuya Takahashi.
Margulis is voiced by Johji Nakata (JP ver) and Michael McConnohie (NA ver).
Margulis is a masculine form of Margaret, meaning "Pearl". In mathematics, the
Margulis lemma is a result about discrete subgroups of isometries of a symmetric
space (e.g. the hyperbolic n-space), or more generally a space of non-positive
curvature.

Quotes:
"The people you've encountered in your lifetime are not people at all. They're less than
human - mere sacks of flesh and bone. Only upon the realization of self-will, can a person
truly be called a man..."

"As a warrior, and as a man... I will leave my mark upon this world."

RELATED CHARACTERS

n/a

MIRRORED CHARACTERS

Kahran Ramsus (Xenogears)
Although there is no relation between the
two characters and their personalities are
different, they both serve as a 'rival' to
one of the main characters in their
respective story arc, and both fight using
a sword.

Grahf (Xenogears)
Margulis and Grahf are mirrored as the
first real antagonist to appear and dismiss
the death of an entire population, which
they were partly responsible for, as
something that doesn't matter to them in
their respective story arc.


